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ATLANTIC BOOKS, United Kingdom, 2004. Paperback. Book
Condition: New. Main. 192 x 130 mm. Language: English . Brand
New Book. Genius.personal, poetic and truthful. [It] reads as
light as a souffle, yet also has the resonant depth to haunt you
for the rest of your days. Guardian Into the Silent Land marks
the debut of an astonishing new voice. Paul Broks draws on his
many years as a neuropsychologist to present an
unforgettable narrative about memory and personal identity.
Into the Silent Land describes ordinary people whose
extraordinary situations have much to teach us about chance,
compassion and human resilience in the face of adversity. It is
a book that penetrates the reader s imagination and lingers in
the memory long after the final page. Paul Brok s wonderful
book.is full of wonders and unsettling new perspectives.
Independent on Sunday A beautifully written addition to brain
literature.will mesmerise anyone curious about the mass of
goo inside our heads. Time Out, Book of the Week A debut of
considerable distinction. Sunday Times Paul Broks is set to be
the new Oliver Sacks.knife edge sharp [and] uncompromising.
Brilliantly unsettling Ian Finlayson, The Times Into the
SilentLand is a small, strange, beautiful gem.Broks...
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R eviews
Most of these publication is the perfect ebook accessible. It is amongst the most awesome publication i have got read
through. You wont truly feel monotony at whenever you want of the time (that's what catalogs are for regarding in the
event you request me).
-- Pr of. Edg a r K shler in
It is easy in study safer to comprehend. It can be writter in basic phrases and never confusing. It is extremely di icult to
leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Emmitt Ha r ber
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